INTRODUCTION

This book presents an international perspective of the influence of educational context on science education. By this we mean the context in which the teaching and learning takes place, rather than the use of a context-based approach to learning and teaching (Pilot & Bulte, 2006). The focus is on the interactions between curriculum development and implementation in non-Western and non-English-speaking contexts (i.e., outside the UK, USA, Australia, NZ, etc.).

There has been much written about the problems and issues associated with the development of curriculum, especially in science education. A complication in curriculum development and implementation is the mode of development, with the use of a centre-periphery model being common (McGee, 1997). Even with wide consultation, Bell, Jones and Carr (1995) comment that a key feature of curriculum development is the inevitable tension that arises between stakeholder groups such as: government, ‘industry’, curriculum developers, teachers, school authorities, teachers and students. Each of these cohorts holds certain views about what is important and what should (or should not) be included in any curriculum statement or policy document. It also is important to understand what the term curriculum means (Hume & Coll, 2005). Here we distinguish between the formal or official curriculum (i.e., that as represented in formal policy documents), and the implemented or enacted curriculum (i.e., the interpretation of official policy statements and subsequently delivered by teachers).

Effective science curriculum is of considerable importance internationally because there is increasing pressure by governments to produce technically skilled people from the compulsory and tertiary education sectors; people capable of participating actively in the so-called ‘knowledge economy’. Such pressure is often acute in ‘developing’ or non-Western countries, which oftentimes have economies based on the rather fickle (especially post-September 11) tourism industry, or relatively low-value agricultural produce. Factors such as isolation from major markets like Europe and the USA further exacerbates problems with economic competition - as do powerful trading blocks and the apparent inability of World Trade Organization to open markets to free competition for agricultural produce. The World Bank, in particular, routinely talks of a greater need for skilled workers in developing countries (and indeed in Western countries) for those who wish to
participate in the knowledge economy (see, e.g., World Bank, 1996, 2006), and to shift away from commodities to value-added products.

There are similar calls for more technically skilled workers even in more developed wealthy countries. However, arguably of greater interest here is a general need to produce a scientifically-literate populace (Coll & Taylor, 2004; Laugksch, 2000). Miller (2000) sees scientific literacy as being able to read about, understand and participate in a public policy debate involving science or technology, which many authors see as an important outcome of the school system (see Laugksch, 2000 and references therein). We live in the most scientifically and technologically advanced age ever. Incredible advances have been made in science, in medical science, technology and engineering, and information and communication technologies. Advances in education and science education have strived to incorporate these advances in science education (Fensham, 1988; Gilli, 2000). Most countries have national curricula in science, and many have witnessed the development of new national curriculum statements in related subjects such as technology (e.g. Jones, 1997; Sade & Coll, 2003). However, many authors (e.g., Eisenhart, Finkel & Marion, 1996; Jenkins, 1990; Preece & Baxter, 2000; Shamos, 1996) express alarm about the prevalence of the public’s beliefs that are not in accord with scientific views, seeing this lack of agreement as an unfortunate indictment of the compulsory science education sector.

THEORETICAL BASIS TO THE BOOK

Recent research seeking to understand science education has been developed based upon the notion of social cognition and sociocultural views of learning (Vygotsky, 1986; Wenger, 1991). According to social cognition theory learning occurs in a variety of contexts or situations (Hennesy, 1993; Hennesy & Murphy, 1999). Sociocultural views of learning derived from this place considerable emphasis on the social component within the particular context or situation in which learning occurs. Educational research has in the past been grounded in the assumption that it is possible (indeed desirable) to investigate an individual removed from their social context. Many early learning theories sought to achieve this in order to obtain data ‘uncontaminated’ by subjective influence of researchers. Other approaches assume that cultural and social issues can be incorporated as additional variables once the basic form of mental functioning in an individual is isolated and understood. However, according to Wertsch (1991):

The basic tenet of a sociocultural approach to mind is that human mental functioning is inherently situated in social interactional, cultural, institutional, and historical context. Such a tenet contrasts with approaches that assume, implicitly or explicitly, that it is possible to examine mental processes such as thinking or memory independently of the sociocultural setting in which individuals and groups function. (p. 86)

A key feature of the book is then a focus on the ‘situatedness’ of learning, and its influence on curriculum. Each author writes about a particular educational issue.
Many first provide an overview with some detail of the background about science education in the particular educational context, before exploring the influence of the key sociological and contextual factors on the issue of interest, and in some cases research projects they have been intimately involved with.

ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS

An important and distinguishing feature of the book is that it draws upon the experiences and research of local experts from an extremely diverse cohort across the world. Each chapter is concerned with some aspect of science curriculum (interpreted broadly to include technology, environmental and mathematics curriculum) in a specific educational context. In some cases the chapter is in the form of a story or narrative, in other case it draws from particular research inquiry conducted by the author and his or her colleagues. The book addresses topics such as: curriculum development; research or evaluation of an implemented curriculum; discussion of pressures driving curriculum reform or implementation of new curricula (e.g., technology or ‘new mathematics’); the influence of political, cultural, societal or religious mores on education; governmental or ministerial drives for curriculum reform; economic or other pressures driving curriculum reform; the influence of external assessment regimes on curriculum; and so on.

The editors have made a conscious effort to remain ‘hands off’ when editing, and to allow the contributors own voice to be heard. This book represents their story, not ours.
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